Turnbull & Morrison set the lowest standard of care for National Interests and
community care in history – and the Albanese Government
continues it through Treasury & PM&C
• Lack of legitimacy in harming citizens & communities
• Malicious & intimidatory motives which continue
• Imposition of the costs of malfeasance & maladministration
on current & future generations regardless of NCAC
• Escaping appropriate punishment despite Criminal Code
• Broken democracy reflected in political & journalistic
breakdowns despite supposed Ethics
133 days of
continuing
Kennedy
Planning for
2022 Frydenberg Budget
going nicely:
• No bushfire
risk
reduction
• No Corona
resilience
• No climate
mitigation
Budget
planning
• No anticorruption in
the most
corrupt
agencies

Much of this presentation should and
does read like a “victim’s statement”,
repeated requests for mediation were
ignored which violates principles exposed
here.

A Labor MP died suddenly, leaving behind complaints of bullying in the
ranks. Weak denials were followed by an enforced “shameful tolerance of
corruption” as witnessed here. PM cares for puppies, should care for
victims too.

Essence of the Case for Retribution & Restoration

© RG

I had an extremely successful academic record leading to fast promotions through NSW
agencies and departments, with conspicuous initiatives and two reforms of major bodies in
triple-fast time. Until in 1995 Premier Carr sacked me as Executive Director of Planning in NSW
Transport for “pushing Western Sydney too hard”, albeit I had explicit Cabinet approval.
Then I reformed Newcastle City on the announcement of closure of steelmaking, producing
outcomes regarded as the fastest and most successful post-carbon reform in the world – an
ideal preparation for current challenges. My State and LG budget methodologies won “Gold
Medals”: I had no trouble demolishing Frydenberg’s/ Kennedy’s 2019-22 Budget & MYEFO
blunders.
In 2008 new Manly MP Mike Baird asked me to prepare a cost-effective transit plan for the
Northern Beaches which he then stole and used for eight years until giving up, incompetent
and arrogant. Berejiklian, both Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy from
December 2015 suppressed and oppressed me to the point of imminent death – PM Albanese,
with a nil-cost “Value Proposition” worth $3 trillion or so - has continued that for 132 days
from 21 May, obviously influenced by said jerk Kennedy who has been left in Treasury despite
his catastrophic record.
This portfolio is an helicopter view of my policy breakthroughs which are still being
supressed/stolen, all amounting to legal and governance breaches I intend to pursue with
maximum force. The key points are: ~
•

Treating me like a slave to be whipped and starved, to be locked up in a tent for six years, to be
deprived of kin and friendship – all because of their jealousy, their feelings of inadequacy, and
their socialisation into vicious faux-religions

•

Stealing my work in line with such personal psychoses - see graphic below

•

Using the multiple plagiarisms as direct attempts to hurt me through to death through
destitution, homelessness, ill health and stress: malfeasance, corrupt acts, malicious intent –
highly criminal in my opinion and protected by embedded, conflicted “journalists”

•

Refusing to reply ever to five years of initial diplomatic through to 8 more years of more
anxious appeals for resolution, with all of the above matters included contemporaneously on
four websites, four books and multiple reports, negating any claim they have for any matter
but reinforcing all of mine

•

Manipulating my advices to avoid public criticism (“public affairs” consultancies) and avoid
reform, while deceiving inexpert journalists and embedded lobbies including ABC Insiders,
News and Nine, IPA and PCA, and some “independents”

ALP
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Detailed heads are listed under ICAC’s and Criminal Codes’ &tc definitions on the following
pages.

PM
Albanese
continues
to imitate
Turnbull
and
Morrison in
recruitments and
disregard
for victims,
some
legislation
poor in
quality

Corrupt Conduct
& Related
by elected and unelected officials, at NSW
& Federal levels
The
• theft of my IP
• the refusal to
negotiate at any
level and at any
time
• ignoring written
advice of the
extreme illnesses
caused to me by
official
malfeasance +
• Re-ocurrence due
to continued
cruelty, and
• the nurturing of
cronyism &
unfairness
are all “corrupt”
within ICAC’s
definitions

ACCC

8 General nature of corrupt conduct
(1) Corrupt conduct is:
(a) any conduct of any person (whether or not a public official) that adversely affects, or
that could adversely affect, either directly or indirectly, the honest or impartial exercise of
official functions by any public official, any group or body of public officials or any public
authority, or
(b) … that constitutes or involves the dishonest or partial exercise of any of his or her
official functions, or
(c) … a breach of public trust, or
(d) … the misuse of information or material that he or she has acquired in the course of his
or her official functions, whether or not for his or her benefit or for the benefit of any other
person.
(2) … could involve any of the following matters:
(a) official misconduct (including breach of trust, fraud in office, nonfeasance, misfeasance,
malfeasance, oppression, extortion or imposition),
…
(e) fraud,
(f) theft,
(g) perverting the course of justice,
(t) harbouring criminals,
(w) homicide or violence,
(x) matters of the same or a similar nature to any listed above,
(y) any conspiracy or attempt in relation to any of the above.
(2A) … also any conduct of any person (whether or not a public official) that impairs, or that
could impair, public confidence in public administration and which could involve ….

Bullying
See below for
more on
“human rights”

Human Rights (NB Labor has a formal policy which they breach in my
view): Bullying is also prohibited by the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). The
Act defines bullying as ‘repeated unreasonable behaviour towards
another person or group which creates a risk to health and safety.’
That behaviour is refusing to discuss or conciliate the false withholding
of my assets by governments and especially now PM&C and 14 years of
such behaviour by LNP politicians and the RTBU.

Note that ostracising me, depriving me of my own assets and income,
and knowing that I was under intensive medical attention, made me
“weaker”; whereas eminent legal advice to me at the beginning (Vs
Baird) was that no citizen can sue a Premier, Minister or PM without
being frustrated through delaying tactics and legal expenses) ↓

Determining whether conduct is unconscionable
There are a number of factors a court will consider when assessing whether conduct in
relation to the selling or supplying of goods and services to a customer, or to the supplying
or acquiring of goods or services to or from a business, is unconscionable.
These include:
• the relative bargaining strength of the parties
• whether any conditions were imposed on the weaker party that were not reasonably
necessary to protect the legitimate interests of the stronger party
• whether the weaker party could understand the documentation used …
• …
• the willingness of the stronger party to negotiate
• the extent to which the parties acted in good faith.
This is not an exhaustive list and it should be noted that the court may also consider any
other factor it thinks relevant.
To unlawfully
confine, detain

The Criminal Code has conditions regarding total physical restraint.
While in Albury Base Hospital medical staff discussed the reasons for
my health conditions and advised most strongly that my enforced 6
years in tents constituted dangerous health risks. The malevolence of
LNP and RTBU officials, now extended by ALP officials, is equivalent to
confinement in my belief.

OPPRESSION
Intimidation

Section 31 of the Crimes Act makes it an offence, punishable by a
maximum of 10 years imprisonment, to intentionally or recklessly send
or deliver a document threatening to kill or inflict serious bodily harm
on any person.
Meller v Low (2000) – “to render timid, to inspire with fear, to
overawe, to cow or to force to or deter from some action by threats or
violence inducing fear”
Sydney Criminal Lawyers – NB goes with Mellor quote
The Crimes Act does not define ‘intimidation’ as it relates to the offence of intimidating a
police officer under section 60 of the Act. However, in the case of Vella v DPP [2005]
NSWSC 897, her Honour Carolyn Simpson made the following observations:
• One thing common to the ordinary notion of intimidation, and to all the dictionary
definitions given, is that the act constituting the intimidation has an effect on another
person
She concluded that in order to sustain a conviction for intimidation of a police officer , it
is necessary for the prosecution to prove that the police officer was put in fear or
apprehension, and was forced into or deterred from some action by being put in fear, or was
overawed or cowed.
NSW Crimes Act

There is no doubt this has
been the case since 2008
Malfeasance

• Baird
• Berejiklian
• M Turnbull with
Kennedy
• L Turnbull
• Morrison with
Kennedy
• Frydenberg
with Kennedy
• Albanese
• Chalmers with
Kennedy

Harassment

It is not credible
that a personage
protected by
physical security
arrangements in
their buildings,
clerks who read
their mail and
hide hostility,
and is psychotically unfeeling
and unempathetic, can be
intimidated by a
“weaker party”
(see above)`

What is an intimidation offence?
(1) A person who stalks or intimidates another person with the intention of causing the
other person to fear physical or mental harm is guilty of an offence.

The state of mind required was described by Brennan J in Northern
Territory v Mengel [1995] HCA 65; (1995) 185 CLR 307 (Mengel) as
follows (at 357):
“The mental element is satisfied when the public officer engages in the
impugned conduct with the intention of inflicting injury or with
knowledge that there is no power to engage in that conduct and that
that conduct is calculated to produce injury. These are states of mind
which are inconsistent with an honest attempt by a public officer to
perform the functions of the office. Another state of mind which is
inconsistent with an honest attempt to perform the functions of a
public office is reckless indifference as to the availability of power to
support the impugned conduct and as to the injury which the
impugned conduct is calculated to produce.”

I’m sure there were
malicious people,
especially in Sydney
(reading Cyril Pearl),
but the run of neo-con
jerks morphing into
Labor sheepskins has
been horrifying – a
Labor PM who does not
care about public health
crises in communities
and enforces long-term
punitive action against
eminent analysts while
kissing puppies.

Australian Human Rights: “Harassment can be against the law when a
person is treated less favourably on the basis of certain personal
characteristics, such as race, sex, pregnancy, marital status,
breastfeeding, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or
intersex status.
ALRC: no general provision under Criminal Code for harassment but “A
serious invasion of privacy may often also amount to harassment.
Harassment involves deliberate conduct. It may be done maliciously, to
cause anxiety or distress or other harm, or it may be done for other
purposes. Regardless of the intention, harassment will often cause
anxiety or distress. Harassment also restricts the ability of an individual
to live a free life.

Plagiarism

Oxford - noun
1. the practice of taking someone else's work or ideas and passing
them off as one's own.
"there were accusations of plagiarism"
Thales - Intellectual property theft is one where someone steals an
idea, creative expression, or invention from an individual or a
company. IP theft can refer to someone stealing patents, copyrights,
trademarks, or trade secrets. This includes names, logos, symbols,
inventions, client lists, and more

“Human rights”
transcend formal
criminal codes and
can be expressed
in judicial
interpretations
and community
rejection.

Section 58(1) of the Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld) provides that it is
unlawful for a public authority to act or make a decision in a way that is
not compatible with human rights, or, in making a decision, to fail to
give proper consideration to a human right relevant to the decision.
The objectors contend that the mine would contribute to climate …
• rights to recognition and equality before the law
• right to life
• property rights
• the right to not have the person’s privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with

In the nature of things,
comparative texts have
“proof” as in student and
author plagiarisms, but ideas
and designs have to be
established on the grounds
of logic, connections in time
and space, and witnesses.
Berejiklian and Perrottet
coughed up to theft of my
Metro ideas by falsifying
Budget Papers in a vain
effort to hide their crime.

“Plagiarism” has been shameful all through civilised thought. “Copyright” was disputed by fat Whigs puffing on
cigars and sipping cognac, drawing on their family and university stipends. Fat, lazy and stupid, could not compete.

Cruel, inhuman & degrading = Baird, Berejiklian,
Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg, Kennedy, Gaetjens,
Albanese & Chalmers & their cronies in the BCA, IPA
and States & Territories, through their attitudes and
actions: ~
Oppression

Britannica Dictionary definition of OPPRESS
[+ object]
1
: to treat (a person or group of people) in a cruel or unfair way
§
The country has long been oppressed by a ruthless dictator.
§
They condemned attempts by the government to oppress its citizens.
§
people who have traditionally been oppressed by society
§
oppressed minorities/people
2
: to make (someone) feel sad or worried for a long period of time — usually used
as (be) oppressed
§
He was oppressed by a sense of failure.
§
The family was oppressed by grief.
the oppressed
: people who are oppressed
§
freedom for the oppressed
— oppression
/əˈprɛʃən/ noun [noncount]
§
the oppression of women in the workplace
§
the fight against political oppression in the world
— oppressor
/əˈprɛsɚ/ noun, plural oppressors [count]
§
They remain at the mercy of their oppressors.
What is the prohibition on torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment?
For an act to be prohibited as torture, it must involve severe pain and suffering, it
must be intentionally inflicted, and it must be inflicted for a purpose referred to
in the definition in the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)....
Conduct not meeting the threshold of torture may be regarded as cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment ('ill treatment').
As a party to CAT, Australia is obliged to take effective legislative, administrative,
judicial and other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its
jurisdiction.
Australia is also obliged to prevent conduct not meeting the threshold for torture
but that may be regarded as other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment in any territory under its jurisdiction.
Accordingly, no legislation, policy or program should permit the infliction of
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Torture is criminalised in Australian law and acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment are covered by a range of offences in existing Commonwealth, state
and territory legislation.

Duress

Criminal Code 1995: Duress excuses a person who is compelled to
commit an offence by threats. Chapter 2 abrogates many of the
common law restrictions on the defence.256 Unlike the common law,
the Code does not limit duress to circumstances involving a threat of
death or serious injury. There is no restriction on the nature of the
threatened harm.
I had a continual feeling of duress, that I would suffer permanent
illness through to death, as happened in Corowa although saved by
immediate medical intervention, if my assets were knowingly withheld
still without justification by governments.

Discrimination,
unethical

Grounds are well-known – but the graphic poses the question of $50
million each to cronies and $1 million p.a. to Kennedy v starving me, is
eloquent enough.

Unfairness is to treat people differently according to your own values and perceptions
regardless of mores and traditions.
Fairness as in the Australian legend is to be mates and to treat everyone the same.

Against these we have
• Citizens still in hardship after the 2019-20 bushfires
• Proper firefighting aircraft cancelled by Morrison in his narcissistic fury still not
restituted
• Rising bushfire and flood risks ignored and First Nations rangers untrained,
unemployed and hoping for progress but seeing racial contempt continued
• Genuine needs of carbon mitigation in the economy as seen in the USA and
Europe and demonstrated to world-best standards in Newcastle are pissed on
– 7 years and continuing by Kennedy
•

abuse of citizens rights in a democracy, in a government that said it would
“put and end to the shameful tolerance of ignorance”, continued to be
exacerbated in a Labor Government that abuses its great traditions

• Opportunities to strengthen democracy, the economy and climate /
environmental performance, and introduce better budget performance and
technology innovations, rejected without consideration and with maximum
suppression – by the same moral retards who did the same under the LNP
including wrecking Sydney’s transit and freight futures

The points here have been made in four books, four websites and numerous social media
and correspondence presentations. The old standards of nation-building have been
rejected no matter the benefits. The chronic chaos and confusion which saw the
Australian people reject Morrison, Frydenberg and their kin on 21 May 2022 did not
happen overnight. Albanese’s decision to extend them was made before 21 May as
reflected in Chalmers’ attitudes and actions: ~
Evolution of the Shameful Tolerance of Corruption:

Beatty
Chalmers
Davis

Kennedy Effects 1 through to 4

Abbott

Rudd
Beatty

Turnbull

Baird

Albanese

Morrison

Berejiklian

Promises
• End shameful
tolerance
• Anti-corruption
• Caring, Integrity

KENNEDY
CHALMERS
GLYN DAVIS

Perrottet

KENNEDY

KENNEDY pushes Chalmers who pushes Albanese

Unsworth
Gibbons – State Development then Newcastle

“Eddington Bedrock”:
solutions to Sydney
transport/land use
crises
GIBBONS

“Case to Pause” the
disastrous Metros, Nth
Beaches & 2nd Xing

1st thefts

Impose impediments on
• Integrity +
• Economic Update +
• Summit + Budget

3rd to Xth thefts
•
•
•

Homelessness

“Righteous Blame” dedemocratisation
Border Wars: Murray/Gibbons
Community Resilience

Special Budget Process to meet climate/ demographics changes
8,000 Indigenous bushfire risk reduction
Range of initiatives in letters from Dec ‘15 to May 21 2022

DELIBERATE CRUELTY, THEFT & DENIAL OF BENEFICIARIES + REJECTION OF MEDIATION
3 critical illness lead to urgent hospitalisation and 62 days of antibiotics

Why Chalmers & Kennedy must be stopped from repeating Frydenberg & Morrison
PM Albanese appeased Morrison on six critical occasions and is acting contrary
to proper Integrity standards
Strong governance produces the right outcomes for a stable and healthy democracy in
lieu of malicious and corrupt crypto-fascism
Chronic failure of all govts as part of sterilisation of Treasury Regs, ”due diligence” & “rule of law”,
cost in Sydney calculated at $300 billion including future closure & reconstruction of current
engineering catastrophes (ignored by ALP & LNP), future value of reversal put at c $3 trillion using
my IP. Kennedy been suppressing for 7 years (going on 8) my national infrastructure review
(Eddo/Greiner/my methodology to reduce costs and corruption/ wastes & meet climate change and
demographic needs – benefits as stated – Treasury/Finance are playing in wading pools. Problem
intrinsic to Albanese iA 2007 Act and the rorting which followed the bullying of Tanner.
Governance is a blind spot for LNP & ALP. National Cabinet is a failure against legitimate
expectations in March 2020; and replacement Council would re-activate medical influence in COVID,
with Health system and personal damage benefits at massive scales over time. RIGHTEOUS BLAME
relates to that but brings in LOCALISM (regional innovation & “willingness to pay” among other
benefits, cf Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Governance (2010)). Appalling quality of National
Cabinet performance is highlighted.

PM ALBANESE & CABINET HAVE CHOICE: GIBBONS VS KENNEDY

QLD

Two late additions, as predicted Treasury bungling, confusion and malice are in
full flow, prejudicing the reputation of the Albanese Integrity Government:

The Effects of Rejection of Economic Nous & the National Interest, with Vicious Plagiarism and Malevolence now Brought to Account
Turnbull
Baird

Morrison
Frydenberg

Albanese
Kennedy

There has been a severe decline in the quality and accountability of
governance at national and state/territory levels. This specialist in

Kennedy

Kennedy

Chalmers

imaginative but practical solutions has done so in the silo & policy/project
cases. Now there is a need to squash retards and snake oil salesmen

Ignored, rejected but cherry-picking of major elements w/o payment

Logic

• Climate & demographic change were pressing on urban & regional medical, education & transit, add congestion & security facilities
• Infrastructure planning was in chaos with waste & capacity crises inherited from NSW Labor esp Iemma & Rees wastrels
and avoidable damage added by insane LNP "gifting" & broken Election promises
•Journalists gave all LNP wastrels Get Out of Jail Free cards by the x00s, Albanese was of that culture & endorsed Bairdijiklian Malenomics

Original Offer
Value Proposition • provision a national infrastructure review fund within iA but transparent, contributions by Feds (50%), States pro rata (e.g. NSW
$500 million)
• purchase necessary IP in fair terms including template to be shared across Aus (the Newcastle NSIP which was spectacularly successful
+ Eddington in London and Greiner in iNSW)
• expiate IP theft and health and macroeconomic & microeconomic damage to Australia through rejection of the National Interest
and gifting to cronies & wastrels
Revised Offer

22 May to Albanese deemed to have been rejected, with loss of special benefits to PM including 4 national announcements
• capital sum at valuation as before but extant $5 m penalty against Chalmers + extra $5 million for nastiness & corruption, straight to
Salvos & food banks
• Piece rates now for major project lines as in a normal arrangement but no "monopoly" exploitation.
• PM can decide on a practical pathway but the National Fund is an inevitability if Govt is to be credible

